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jen siraganian

Post-Op

Light-burst to ivory,
swaddled in sheet
and bandage. Bright
inhale, I flicker awake.
Mirror of breath,
lips timber-dry,
nurse’s white-daisy-
welcome-mat grin.
Yearning for juice,
I ask, it appears!
I praise my ribbons
of good fortune.

I expected to rise
with roaring and rifles,
my stomach gnarled,
but as the anesthesia
loosens, the half-lit
fuse of awareness
and the swarming chest moths
cool of their fury.
Inside a droning,
surprised by the absence
of bone-heat,
left hand sneaks
to left hip,
its new topsoil
of dressing
and tape.

If I could pour
myself back, dissolve
in the frost, delightful, viscous,
I would risk that winter again.
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